Table Talk July 2020 with Richard Solomon

WHAT A WEEKEND
Every three years, our club gets to host the Auckland-Northland Regional Pairs
and Teams, Pairs on the Saturday and Teams on the Sunday. This is a huge
undertaking for our club requiring lots of volunteer support to make the event
happen.
We asked for and we got, heaps of help, which is a great demonstration of the
spirit in the club. Some came for just part of the time, others returning later on
to give support. The food on Saturday was magnificent but it was surpassed by
the Sunday spread which was put on by our kitchen wizz, Gerald Baptist and
his team. The pictures only begin to tell the story. It was fantastic, great
quantity and even greater quality. Take a look.

Robert and “The Chocolate Sue and Judy and those
Fountain”
“yummy” desserts

“The Engine Room”

The “bread and butterers”

“The King and Queen of the Kitchen”

that’s our Gerald, the chef and Christine
who made sure everything went as
clockwork

The players were pretty important too. Our own member players did not
feature among the prizes but they sure enjoyed themselves:
All concentration

That’s Bev Henton

Keeping Score

is Teresa Phillips doing just that while
Carol De Luca toils away as declarer?

Flowers courtesy of Sue Helleur

arranged by Sue as well
Bridge Winners

orchids from Sue’s garden

Malcolm Mayer, Jan Cormack, Pamela Nisbet and Jonathan Westoby
(above) may have been Sunday’s winners but the real success was

the huge effort put in by so many at the club, including directors and
scorers, Arie Geursen, Tony Morcom and Chris Glyde, and
Tournament Secretary, Maria Casci, and all in the kitchen. A great
weekend.
Getting New Members

“This Thursday” was 23rd July, the first night for the latest class. Chris Glyde is
taking the lessons this time as Debbi Sullivan is in self isolation because of her
partner’s involvement in the current Covid isolation hotels. Debbi has taken a
very sensible approach and is not currently playing at the club.
Heard by Jonathan Taylor at the table on Monday night:
Andrew and Arie were discussing the previous board played against Grant and
me - in explanation of one of his bids or plays (I can't recall which) Arie said "I
did it so I could win the post-mortem. Years of playing with Lynne has taught
me that is the most important thing!" I think even Andrew laughed!

One Wise and One Rather Clever Man
The “wise man” is King Solomon and the “clever” one our own John Ferguson
who has just had a book published.

The “Literary” bridge players: John and Bron, Christine Lyons, Ann Anderson
and Madeline Dodds
John comments on the launch: “The evening was lots of fun, and the caterers
had done a stunning job with the 3,000-year-old food.
The book is historical fiction: A British scientist travels to the time of King
Solomon of Israel and discovers our world is making the same mistakes as
Solomon, heading for the same outcomes—division, invasion, and exile. I also
have an interview booked with Kathryn Ryan on Radio NZ.
I’d be happy to bring a few copies along at some stage if folk would be
interested.”
Sorry, John….3,000-year-old food? One could get much better food if one had
come to a tournament at the Franklin Bridge Club..and it was cooked much
more recently!
Not Around in King Solomon’s time.
Well, John can verify but they managed without social media in those days
gone by, as strange as it may seem. Not so, now, at least for some. Some of our
members use Facebook. Our President, Caroline, has asked that if you do, it
would be appreciated if you would ‘like’ the Franklin Bridge Club’s posts. Of
course, you do! Also please share club up-coming events like tournaments and

lesson information with friends. Spreading the word. It’s so helpful for our
club.
Roofing….
This update comes from the man in the know, Kevin Griffin:

Part of the club on which I will never go. Men at work! Farewell to the old
air-conditioner unit.
“The roof replacement is well under way. All the flat areas above the eastern
side (or North if you were playing bridge), the entranceway and offices have
been replaced. One eagle eyed member even noticed that the Gib in the
entranceway has been repaired but still needs a final coat of paint as do a few
other areas. Any volunteers?
The North slope of the main roof has also been done, much to the angst of
some of the Friday players. One member said “do they have to do it when we
are playing”. My reply was “Well I’m not sending them away” and explained
that they worked around the weather. I also think Mark, from Rooftop
Solutions, had great joy imagining the reactions inside as each large sheet of
iron hit the ground from the roof with a resounding crash. It certainly kept the
members awake and I think some good scores were achieved!
The air conditioning units on the roof were removed on Monday 20th. So we
will have a few cold days and nights: so dress up warmly. (I was roasting that
Monday night…but you have been warmed… sorry, warned!) We do have
some temporary heaters but these will be nowhere as effective as the air con
units. The units are due to be recommissioned on Monday 27th but if bad
weather is experienced, this date will be pushed back. The third air con unit
which has been out of commission for a few months will also be replaced so
we will be fully functional again.

With the units down, the gutter on the south (East) side will be replaced and
then the long sheets on that side. Mark then has all the flashings and the
balance of the gutters to replace so he will be working for a few weeks yet. It is
a big job and has been compounded by changeable weather but the end is in
sight.”
The weather does not seem very “changeable” to me, Kevin. Just permanently
bad! Thanks for the update.
Wednesday Teams
Starts on Wednesday 29th July for 4 weeks. It follows the usual format, where
players put their names down to play and are assigned to teams. The
convenor commented: “Every effort is made to compile balanced teams -- not
only in terms of ability, but every team has at least one bloke, and no-one is on
the same team as anyone that they played with last year. No correspondence
will be entered into!” True democracy!
Player News
•

We won't see Jo Griffiths at the bridge table until the spring, as she
recovers from a major operation to her "accelerator" foot. Jo is down
near Mt. Ruapehu at the moment, minding her new granddaughter
while her family snowboards. Jo commented “Weather has been good
-- cold and snowing. The young ones have gone to the mountain to
snowboard. I am with my granddaughter and a good wood burner, so
life is perfect. I have been up to the mountain for a tiki tour."

•

Commiserations to Tina Webb, who was in a car accident on a recent
Wednesday evening. Although her car is written off, both Tina and the
other driver were thankfully only bruised, and Tina was back at bridge
the following week.

•

Rubber Update. Caroline Griffin and Darren Old have had two wins
now against strong Auckland opposition and have their sights set on
the Hamilton finals… but a couple of more matches to negotiate first.

Interclub update.
Open. Our team lost 26-64 (3.11) to Auckland (Carter) and are
currently 5th, 2vps behind 3rd.
Intermediate. In the all Franklin battle, the Anzacs beat the Timtams
68-28 (17.13) and are 2nd in the 20-team competition, 9vps behind
Royle Epsom. The Tim tams are in 13th position.
Junior. The Toffee Pops had a close battle with Mt Albert Wes, winning
60-58 (10.50) while the Chit Chats beat Auckland Could-Bes 54-32
(14.60). In the 19- team event, our teams are 16th and 17th with the
Chitchats currently having bragging rights.
NO RUSH

Now, I cannot imagine why but the picture and caption seem to represent a
member of this club. While you are reading about this month’s hand, you can
ponder as to whom it might be.
Handling Feisty Opposition.
“I had a 19-count” one defender was heard to exclaim after the hand had been
played in the opponent’s 4 contract. “I only had a 5-count” exclaimed their
partner as though nothing could be done. What’s more their opponents had

just made an overtrick with their combined 16 count in 4. Something
sounded wrong. Let’s take a look.
North Deals
E-W Vul

♠A94
♥QJ8
♦AKJ42
♣A6

♠J653
♥A9654
♦965
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♠2
♥73
♦ Q 10 8 7 3
♣K9842

♠ K Q 10 8 7
♥ K 10 2
♦—
♣QJ753
West
Dbl

North
Pass
4♠

East
South
Pass
1♠
All pass

Let’s see what happened. West made a take-out double of 1 but North made
a good jump to game, with the vulnerability very much in their favour. West
passed this out and led the A which declarer ruffed to lead a club with West
taking their ace. West just had to play A and a second spade to stop declarer
ruffing clubs in dummy but the actual low heart exit did the defence no good
and South emerged with an overtrick.
Had West played two rounds of spades, West can only restrict South to 10
tricks. To beat 4, West has to lead a trump at trick 1 and continue with two
more rounds when South plays a club at trick 2. However, East-West can do
better than that.
With three aces and a hold in the fourth suit and more, West should have
doubled 4..and that should have got East thinking. With their partner having
a take-out double and a good hand as shown by the second double, it would
seem fairly likely East-West had a fit in one of the minor suits. So, East can bid
4NT asking their partner for their better minor suit. West will choose diamonds
with 5 making for the loss of just two heart tricks.
So, rather than defending 4, West should be declarer in a making 5
contract. Pre-emption can be hard to defend against and at times, you have to
take risky decisions as the above hand indicated.
So, which member of the club did the above picture remind you of? Someone
who takes his time to make bids and plays? It would be very remiss that the
name of Andrew Janisz came to mind..but it did!
Until August…. Richard Solomon

